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1 Introduction
The development of higher spin (HS) theory was predominantly associated with massless
(conformal) HS fields. One of the important methods for the description of HS fields
consists of introducing master fields on an enlarged spacetime, which then lead to spacetime
fields with all possible values of helicity (when the mass m = 0) or spin (when m 6= 0). In
particular, a collection ofD = 4 massless HS fields with arbitrary helicities was described by
quantizing particles propagating in tensorial spacetime xM = (xµ ∼ xαβ˙ , yµν ∼ (yαβ , y¯α˙β˙))
extended by commuting Weyl spinor coordinates yα, yα˙, α, α˙ = 1, 2 (see e.g. [1–6]; for the
spinorial notation, see appendix A). It is easy to show that an equivalent particle model
can be formulated in twistor space [7, 8], with tensorial spacetime coordinates eliminated
by generalized Penrose incidence relations [2–6].
In this paper we consider the description of free massive HS fields, obtained by quan-
tization of a new particle world-line model in D = 4 generalized spacetime XM = (xµ, yrµ)
(r = 1, 2, 3) extended by the pair of commuting Weyl spinors yiα, y¯α˙i (i = 1, 2). We recall
that generalized spacetime with one auxiliary fourvector yµ had been employed for a bilocal
description of infinite massless HS multiplets already in the seventies [9] (see further [10]).
We also add that recently, in the context of AdS/CFT duality, a similar bilocal description
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has been obtained from first quantization of a world-line biparticle model [11, 12]. In our
approach, we shall supplement spacetime with three auxiliary vectors (in D = 4 provid-
ing 12 degrees of freedom), but due to the phase space constraints which follow from our
particle model most of these degrees are non-dynamical.
Let us recall the considerations in [2–6]. The most general D = 4 model in D = 4
tensorial spacetime describing free HS multiplets is provided by the following action
S =
∫
dτ
(
παπ¯β˙x˙
αβ˙ + a παπβ y˙
αβ + a¯ π¯α˙π¯β˙ ˙¯y
α˙β˙ + b παy˙
α + b¯ π¯α˙ ˙¯y
α˙
)
, (1.1)
where a, b are complex parameters, π¯α˙ ≡ (πα)∗, etc. The model (1.1) with b = 0 was
considered in [3], and the last two terms (b 6= 0) were first introduced in [4]. The advantage
of having b 6= 0 is the much simpler structure of the constraints in phase space and the
easier quantization procedure. It turns out that for a 6= 0 and/or b 6= 0 the hybrid
action (1.1) depending on tensorial spacetime and spinorial coordinates can be rewritten
(modulo boundary terms) as the one-twistor free particle model [7, 8]
S = −12
∫
dτ
(
Z¯AZ˙
A + h.c.
)
= −12
∫
dτ
(
ωαπ˙α − π¯α˙ ˙¯ωα˙ + h.c.
)
= −
∫
dτ
(
ωαπ˙α − π¯α˙ ˙¯ωα˙
)
+ boundary term ,
(1.2)
and the D = 4 twistor ZA, A = 1, . . . , 4 (conformal basic spinor) is described by a pair of
Weyl spinors
ZA =
(
πα
ω¯α˙
)
,
(
ZA
)†
=
(
π¯α˙ , ω
α
)
, (1.3)
where the conformally invariant scalar product
Z¯AZ
A ≡ (ZA)† gABZB = ωαπα − π¯α˙ω¯α˙ (1.4)
is obtained by the particular choice of the anti-hermitian antisymmetric U(2, 2) metric1
gAB =
(
0 −δα˙β˙
δα
β 0
)
. (1.5)
The passage from the hybrid spacetime/spinor description (1.1) to the twistorial one (1.2)
is achieved by a modified Penrose incidence relation. For the actions (1.1) and (1.2) a
suitably chosen incidence relation is:
ωα = xαβ˙π¯β˙ + 2a y
αβπβ + b y
α ,
ω¯α˙ = πβx
βα˙ + 2a¯ y¯α˙β˙π¯β˙ + b¯ y¯
α˙ .
(1.6)
1The choice (1.5) is used in [13, 14] and has been adjusted in such a way that it remains valid also for
real D = 3 twistors, which are fundamental Sp(4;R) spinors (see section 2.1). In D = 4 this choice of
the SU(2, 2) metric leads to purely imaginary twistor lengths (see (1.4)). Note that the conformal groups
SO(2, ν + 2) (ν = 1, 2, 4) in spacetime dimensions D = ν + 2 are isomorphic to the Uα(4;K) groups, where
K = R,C,H are the corresponding division algebras and Uα(2n;K) are the antiunitary K-valued matrix
groups preserving the anti-hermitian bilinear form. We have Uα(2n;R) ≃ Sp(2n;R), Uα(2n;C) ≃ U(n, n)
and Uα(2n;H) ≃ O(2n;H) ≃ O
∗(4n;C) (see e.g. [15]).
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After inserting eqs. (1.6) into (1.1), the free twistorial particle action (1.2) follows modulo
boundary terms. Besides, since xαβ˙ in the action (1.1) has to be hermitian for xµ to be
real, inserting (1.6) in eq. (1.4) we see that
Z¯AZ
A = (2a παπβy
αβ − h.c.) + (b παyα − h.c.) . (1.7)
Using the realization of the Poincare´ algebra in terms of the twistor coordinates ZA, Z¯A
(see [7, 8, 16]), and using the canonical Poisson brackets (PB) following from (1.2), it
follows that in the D = 4 massless case the helicity h is given by
h = i2 Z¯AZ
A . (1.8)
When a = b = 0 we obtain the Shirafuji model [8] with twistor coordinates restricted,
due to (1.7), by the zero helicity constraint Z¯AZ
A = 0. In the twistor formulation of the
Shirafuji model (1.2), this helicity constraint has to be added by a Lagrange multiplier.
We add that the zero value of helicity can be shifted after quantization (h → hˆ) to a
non-zero one by using various orderings for the quantized twistors in the helicity operator
hˆ [17, 18]. If a 6= 0 and/or b 6= 0 the value of h (see (1.7)) is not kinematically restricted
in the twistor framework and the action describes an infinite massless multiplet with all
helicities (see e.g. [3]).
The HS theory formulated on generalized spacetimes with supplementary spinorial
coordinates has been employed by Vasiliev and his collaborators for the description of in-
teracting massless HS fields since early 90’s [4, 18–26]. The dynamics of free HS master
fields, derived in [3–6] from a first-quantization of the particle model (1.1), corresponds
in Vasiliev theory to the simplest “free” choice of general unfolded equations2 which, in
the general case, provide the description of interacting HS gauge fields (for recent reviews
se [30, 31]). The unfolded equations for massive HS fields in Minkowski or AdS spacetimes
have also been treated in Vasiliev framework [32–38], although without sufficiently conclu-
sive or general results. In this paper we propose a new type of unfolded equations for free
massive HS fields. The novelty of our approach is the new extension of D = 3 and D = 4
spacetime by D − 1 auxiliary vectors which is dual to extended momentum space with
orthogonal Lorentz frame constraints. The mass and the spin are introduced geometrically
and, generalizing the method for the massless HS case [2–6], we formulate a new particle
model in two-twistor space with suitable constraints.
In this paper we describe D = 3 and D = 4 HS particle models which, after first
quantization, lead to free massive HS fields with arbitrary values of spin. The application
of the ideas presented in [3–6] to the massive case requires the doubling of spinor indices in
the hybrid (eq. (1.1)) particle actions (see e.g. [39–43]) and the enlargement of (1.2) to the
free two-twistor action (see e.g. [44–52]). In our study we provide the generalizations of the
actions (1.1) and (1.2) by incorporating the mass-shell constraints and by introducing a
2The unfolding technique consists in replacing the higher order equations for the dynamical variables of
the original system by an equivalent first order formulation obtained by adding suitable auxiliary variables.
In unfolded HS dynamics one introduces infinitely many nondynamical auxiliary fields; the name “unfolding”
was introduced in [27]. It has been known for a long time that HS equations in spacetime require higher
order derivatives [28, 29].
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suitable form of the incidence relations linking the two-twistorial and generalized spacetime
coordinates. In this way, we obtain HS particle models with the right number of physical
phase space degrees of freedom, namely six in D = 3 (abelian spins) and twelve degrees
of freedom in D = 4 (SU(2)-spins). It will follow that describing massive HS fields by
an extension of the ‘hybrid’ (eq. (1.1)) and purely twistorial (eq. (1.2)) actions produces
equivalent models with the same number of degrees of freedom.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we study D = 3 massive HS models.
After some kinematic results about D = 3 two-twistor space we describe our D = 3
counterpart of the model (1.1). It is shown that the standard two-twistor Shirafuji model
without additional coordinates only provides spinless massiveD = 3 particles (see also [43]).
To modify this result in order to obtain D = 3 massive particles with arbitrary spin, we
introduce a spinorial action with a pair of additional three-vector coordinates and we
impose suitable mass constraints. Further, we describe the model in phase space and show
that after solving the first class constraints providing the unfolded equations, we obtain a
wave function on the three-dimensional D = 3 spinorial Lorentz group SL(2;R) ≈ SO(2, 1)
manifold, with three independent coordinates, two related with the three-momentum on
the mass-shell and the third with arbitrary D = 3 Abelian spin values. After introducing
suitable incidence relations we obtain the two-twistor formulation with eight-dimensional
phase space restricted by one first-class mass constraint. If we quantize such two-twistorial
model we obtain the wave function defined on the SL(2;R) group manifold. After providing
the realization of the D = 3 spin operator we get that the power expansion of the wave
function (see (2.45)) provides in momentum space a D = 3 massive infinite-dimensional
multiplet with all values of spin.
In section 3, the D = 4 case is considered. First, we provide variables useful in the
relativistic kinematics of massive particles with spin (four-momenta, Pauli-Luban´ski four-
vector, orthonormal bases in four-momentum space called also Lorentz harmonics) in terms
of two-twistor geometry. Secondly, we consider the extension of the D = 4 hybrid action
to two-twistor space. In the general case, the auxiliary coordinates present in (1.1) can be
enlarged by the replacements
xαβ˙ → (xαβ˙ , yrαβ˙) , yα → yiα , r = 1, 2, 3 , i, j = 1, 2 ,
yαβ → yijαβ = yjiβα , y¯α˙β˙ → y¯ijα˙β˙ = y¯
ji
β˙α˙
.
(1.9)
The standard Shirafuji model with spacetime coordinates xαβ˙ and a pair of spinors (πα →
πiα, π¯α˙ → π¯α˙i) leads, after using the standard incidence relation (see e.g. [7]), to a two-
twistorial D = 4 free particle model with four first class constraints. If the two spinorial
mass constraints
M = πiαπαi + 2M = 0 , M¯ = π¯iα˙π¯α˙i + 2M¯ = 0 (1.10)
are further added, where παi = ǫ
αβǫijπ
j
β and M is a complex mass parameter,
3 one obtains
a model describing D = 4 spinless massive particle with four first class and two second class
3It is related with the mass parameter m of the particle through 2|M |2 = m2 (see also (3.6)).
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constraints. To modify the constraints that require the spin to be zero, we introduce three
additional auxiliary four-vector coordinates yr
αβ˙
(r = 1, 2, 3) (see (1.9)). Arranging correctly
the generalized incidence relations we obtain the two-twistorial free model with one first
class and two second class constraints, which reduce the 16 twistor real coordinates (πiα, π¯α˙i)
(eq. (3.1)) to 12 physical degrees of freedom. These new versions of the hybrid model can
be quantized and solved by using the ‘spinorial roots’ (πiα, π¯α˙i) of the four-momenta as
independent variables, which provides the reduced D = 4 wave function ψ(πiα, π¯α˙i). If
we take into consideration the mass constraints (1.10) we obtain that the manifold of the
spinorial coordinates is described by the group manifold of SL(2;C), the cover of the D = 4
Lorentz group, with its six real parameters being half of the twelve physical phase space
degrees of freedom that are left in the bitwistorial formulation in our model. We show
that such a wave function can be identified with the D = 4 master field describing an
infinite-dimensional multiplet of massive HS fields with arbitrary D = 4 spin spectrum (for
an analogy see [53]).
Finally, in section 4 we present some comments going beyond D = 3, 4, on possible
D = 6 and supersymmetric extensions. Further, the Outlook briefly discusses how to
introduce nonlinear interactions of the massive HS multiplets and how to adapt, in our
massive case, the construction for massless HS fields in [4, 19–21] which uses, in suitably
chosen dimensions, the duality between the HS current and HS field multiplets.
The paper includes two appendices. Appendix A details our conventions; appendix B
presents an interpretation of our N = 2 D = 3 spinorial model in section 2.2 as described
by an N = 1 D = 4 vectorial model with the nonstandard O(2, 2) Lorentz group.
2 D = 3 bispinorial particle models and HS massive fields from their
quantization
2.1 Summary of D = 3 two-twistor kinematics
D = 3 twistors are real four-dimensional Sp(4;R) = SO(3, 2) spinors. We introduce a pair
of D = 3 real twistors
tAi =
(
λiα
µαi
)
, α = 1, 2 , i = 1, 2 , A = 1, . . . , 4 , (2.1)
with conformal-invariant scalar product4
tiAt
A
i = t
i
Aǫijt
Aj , (2.2)
where the contravariant spinor
tiA = gABt
Bi (2.3)
is constructed using the Sp(4;R)-invariant antisymmetric metric (see also footnote 1)
gAB =
(
0 −δαβ
δα
β 0
)
. (2.4)
4The conformal D = 3 twistors are null twistors.
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If we only employ the spinors λiα we can construct the following D = 3 bilinears
describing composite three-vectors in internal N=2 (i, j=1,2) space
uaαβ = λ
i
α(γ
a)ijλ
j
β , a ≡ (0, r) = (0, 1, 2) , (2.5)
where the 2× 2 matrices (γa)ij are internal space SO(2, 1) Dirac matrices (eq. (A.10)) and
form a basis for the space of symmetric 2×2 matrices (see appendix A). Further, according
to Penrose twistor theory (see e.g. [7]) we take u0αβ = pαβ (three-momentum). We shall
further impose the following spinorial mass constraint
Λ ≡ λiαλαi +
√
2m = 0 , λαi = ǫijǫ
αβλjβ , (2.6)
which implies that the three-vectors (2.5) describe, after suitable normalization eaαβ =
1
m u
a
αβ , the D = 3 vectorial harmonics (see e.g. [54–56]
5) describing the D = 3 Lorentz
orthonormal vector frame
eaαβe
b αβ = ηab , ηab = (1,−1,−1) . (2.7)
It is easy to check that the set of three-vectors uaαβ has three independent degrees of freedom
equal to the number of spinorial degress of freedom constrained by the relation (2.6). In
particular, if a = b = 0 we obtain from (2.7) the mass-shell condition for the D = 3
momenta
pαβp
αβ = m2 , (2.8)
where
pαβ ≡ u0αβ = λiαλiβ . (2.9)
In order to describe the realizations of Lorentz group and the Abelian scalar D = 3
spin S we should use all twistor components (see (2.1)). The Lorentz algebra generators
Mµν = Lµν + Sµν , Lµν = xµpν − xνpµ are given in spinorial notation by
Mαβ = − 1√2 λ
i
(αµ
i
β) ≡ − 12√2
(
λiαµ
i
β + λ
i
βµ
i
α
)
(2.10)
and the scalar spin S for the massive particle with mass m is described by the D = 3
counterpart of the Pauli-Luban´ski operator given by (µ, ν, ̺ = 0, 1, 2)
1
2 ǫµνρp
µMνρ = pµMµ = p
αβMαβ = mS , S =
1
2 λ
i
αµ
α
i =
1
4 t
i
At
A
i , (2.11)
where Mµ =
1
2 ǫµνλM
νλ and we use the bitwistor representation of momenta (2.9). We see
that D = 3 spin is described by the unique nonvanishing conformal-invariant twistor norm
provided by formula (2.2).
We shall further consider the field equations that determine the mass and spin eigen-
values of the D = 3 Casimirs (2.8) and (2.11). Such field equations were also considered in
quantum theory as describing anyons, with arbitrary fractional value of s (see e.g. [57–61]).
In the next section we obtain these equations with fixed m and half-integer values of s as a
result of the quantization of the new particle action. We will not consider here the anyonic
fractional spin values that come from representations of the universal cover R of the D = 3
Abelian spin group U(1).
5The authors thank Evgeny Ivanov for informing about the reference [56].
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2.2 D = 3 bispinorial generalization of the Shirafuji model
We propose the following action for our D = 3 model (i, j = 1, 2; r = 1, 2)
S(3) =
∫
dτ
[
λiαλ
i
βx˙
αβ + c λiα(γ
r)ijλ
j
β y˙
αβ
r + f λ
i
αy˙
α
i + ℓ
(
λiαλ
α
i +
√
2m
) ]
, (2.12)
where λαi = ǫ
αβǫijλ
j
β etc. and ℓ is a Lagrange multiplier imposing the constraint Λ in
eq. (2.6). The parameters c, f may be set equal to one by rescaling the coordinates, but
we shall keep them arbitrary in order to consider various variants of the model (actually,
the most interesting values are 0 and 1). In particular, if we set c = 1 the first two terms
in (2.12) collapse into λiα(γ
a)ijλ
j
β y˙
αβ
a where y
αβ
a = (x˙αβ , y
αβ
r ) with a = (0, r) = (0, 1, 2). If
c = f = 0, after using the standard incidence relation
µαi = 2xαβλiβ , (2.13)
and inserting (2.13) into (2.11), we get S = 0, i.e. we obtain the model describing a spinless
particle. In the general case the incidence relation (2.13) has to be generalized as follows6
µαi = 2xαβλiβ + 2c (γ
r)ijy
αβ
r λ
j
β + f y
αi . (2.14)
After using relations (2.5) in (2.11) we obtain
S = −c λαi(γr)j iyαβr λjβ − 12 fλαiyαi , (2.15)
thus, S 6= 0 whenever c or f are non-zero.
Setting c = f = 1, the constraints defining the momenta follow from (2.12) with the
result
T aαβ = T
a
βα ≡ paαβ − uaαβ ≈ 0 , (2.16)
Giα ≡ p(y)iα − λiα ≈ 0 , (2.17)
Fαi ≡ p(λ)αi ≈ 0 . (2.18)
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) determine pairs of second class constraints. After introducing for
them Dirac brackets we obtain that the variables (yαβa , yαi ), a = 0, 1, 2, are canonically
conjugate to (paαβ , λ
α
i ) so that the non-vanishing PBs are given by
{yαβa , pbγδ} = δba δ(αγ δβ)δ , (2.19)
{yαi , λjβ} = δji δαβ , (2.20)
where we recall that A(αBβ) ≡ 12
(
AαBβ +AβBα
)
.
The model (2.12) has ten first class constraints expressed by the formula (2.16) and
the mass-shell constraint (2.6). After quantization the above PB relations can be realized
in terms of yˆαβa = y
αβ
a , λˆiα = λ
i
α and the following differential operators
pˆaαβ = −i
∂
∂yαβa
, yˆαi = i
∂
∂λiα
, (2.21)
6Relation (2.14) is adjusted in order to obtain from (2.12) the free two-twistor action (see section 2.3).
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where, by definition, ∂
∂yαβa
yγδb = δ
a
b δ
(γ
α δ
δ)
β . As a result, the quantized constraints (2.16)
after using equations (2.5) deterimine the following three unfolded equations for the wave
function Φ ≡ Φ(yαβa , λαi ),(
i
∂
∂yαβa
+ λiα(γ
a)ijλ
j
β
)
Φ(yαβa , λ
α
i ) = 0 , a = (0, 1, 2) , (2.22)
with the following solution expressing explicitly the dependence on yαβa ,
Φ(yαβa , λ
i
α) = exp
{
iλiα(γ
a)ijλ
j
β y
αβ
a
}
φ(λiβ) . (2.23)
Using, instead of (2.21), the dual differential realization in spinorial sector
λ̂iα = −i
∂
∂yαi
, (2.24)
one obtains from (2.6) a single field equation for the reduced wave function(
∂
∂yαi
∂
∂yiα
−
√
2m
)
φ˜(yαi ) = 0 , (2.25)
where
φ˜(yβi ) =
∫
d4λ eiλ
i
αy
α
i φ(λiα) . (2.26)
In the ‘spinorial momentum’ picture described by the spinors λiα the reduced wave function
φ(λiα) depends on the spinorial momenta restricted by the algebraic equation (2.6). We
see that the wave function describing the quantum mechanical solution of the model (2.12)
depends on three degrees of freedom, two describing the on-shell three-momenta and a
third one being the (arbitrary) value of the D = 3 spin. In order to express the spin
operator (2.11) as a differential operator in spinorial momentum space one has to consider
the quantum version of the twistorial description of model (2.12).
Let us now compare the models (2.12) with f = 0 and f 6= 0 (for simplicity we set
c = 1). From expression (2.15) it follows that in both models S is a composite dynam-
ical variable that describes arbitrary D = 3 spin; however, the limit f → 0 changes the
structure of the constraints. Indeed, if f = 0, those in (2.17) are not present; only the
constraints (2.16), (2.18) and the mass-shell constraint (2.6) appear. The alternative con-
straint structure is well illustrated if the nine relations (2.16) are replaced by the equivalent
set of nine Abelian constraints
T ab ≡ T aαβuαβb = paαβuαβb −m2δab ≈ 0 . (2.27)
Similarly, the four constraints (2.18) can be replaced by four equivalent ones as follows
F = 12 λ
i
αp(λ)
α
i ≈ 0 ,
Fa =
1
2 λ
i
α(γa)i
jp(λ)
α
j ≈ 0 ,
(2.28)
where the D = 3 gamma matrices (γa)i
j satisfy the so(1, 2) commutation relations
[γa, γb] = −2ǫabcγc , (2.29)
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with metric diag(1,−1,−1) raising the O(2, 1) indices. Using the canonical PB
{λiα, p(λ)βj } = δβαδij , it is seen that the thirteen new constraints (T ba , Fa, F ) have the
following non-vanishing PBs:
{Fa, Fb} = ǫabcFc ,
{Fa, T cb } = ǫabdT cd +m2ǫabc ,
{F, T ba} = −T ba −m2δba ,
{F,Λ} = −Λ +√2m .
(2.30)
We see from the second and fourth equations of (2.30) that four out of the ten first class
constraints T ba and Λ (eq. (2.6)) present when f 6= 0 become second class due to the
appearance of the four constraints (2.28) in the limit f = 0. These four constraints (Fa, F )
are second class and describe the gauge fixing of four gauge transformations present if
f 6= 0. We can conclude that putting f = 0 in (2.12) leads to the partial gauge fixing of
four out of the ten gauge degrees of freedom generated when f 6= 0 by the ten first class
constraints T aαβ (or T
a
b ) and Λ. If f 6= 0 the ten first class constraints remove 2×10 = 20
real degrees of freedom; for f = 0 the six first class constraints plus the eight second class
remove the same number of d.o.f., 2×6+8 = 20. Thus, both models have the same physical
(i.e. without gauge degrees of freedom) content. This proves the equivalence of the classical
models considered for f 6= 0 and f = 0.
Finally, we point out that for c = 1 our model (2.12) describes a vectorial SO(2, 2)-
particle model, as discussed in appendix B.
2.3 D = 3 bitwistorial description
In order to introduce the twistor coordinates (2.1), we insert in (2.12) the generalized
incidence relation (2.14). Modulo boundary terms, we obtain for c 6= 0 and/or f 6= 0 the
following twistorial free action with Sp(4,R) D = 3 twistorial metric (1.5):
S˜(3) =
∫
dτ
[
λiαµ˙
αi + ℓ
(
λiαλ
α
i +
√
2m
) ]
. (2.31)
The action (2.31) describes an infinite tower of D = 3 free massive particles with any spin
(see e.g. [43]). Let us prove it.
The action (2.31) describes a system with canonical variables µαi and λiα, {µαi, λjβ} =
δijδαβ , and the constraint (2.6) which generates the gauge transformations in bitwistor
space. Let us fix this gauge freedom by the constraint
G = λiαµ
αi ≈ 0 , {Λ, G} = 2
√
2m− 2Λ . (2.32)
Introducing Dirac brackets incorporating the constraints Λ ≈ 0 and G ≈ 0 we obtain that
they become strong and we get the following Dirac brackets for the twistor variables
{λiα, λjβ}∗ = 0 ,
{µαi, λjβ}∗ = δijδαβ + 1√2m λαi λ
j
β ,
{µαi, µβj}∗ = − 1√2m (λαi µβj − λ
β
j µ
αi) .
(2.33)
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A quantum realization of the algebra (2.33) with λˆµˆ ordering is the following
λˆiα = λ
i
α , µˆ
αi = i
∂
∂λiα
+
i√
2m
λαi λ
j
β
∂
∂λjβ
. (2.34)
We point out that the second class constraints (2.6) and (2.32) are fulfilled in the strong
sense, i.e. Gˆ = λˆiαµˆ
αi ≡ 0. If we use the formulae (2.34), the spin operator (2.11) is realized
as follows
Sˆ = 12 λˆ
i
αµˆ
α
i =
i
2 ǫij λ
i
α
∂
∂λjα
. (2.35)
Our aim will be to decompose the Fourier transform (2.26) of the reduced wave function
φ˜(yαi ) satisfying eq. (2.25) into a superposition of momentum-dependent eigenfunctions of
the operator (2.35) (see eqs. (2.53), (2.54) below).
Due to the mass constraint (2.6), the real 2×2 matrices h with elements
hα
i = 21/4m−1/2λαi (2.36)
have determinant equal to one, characterize the SL(2;R) group manifold and describe
real spinorial D = 3 harmonics [56] (note the algebra isomorphisms sl(2;R) ∼ su(1, 1) ∼
sp(2;R)). The corresponding SU(1, 1) matrix is obtained by the complex similarity trans-
formation
g = U hU−1 , U = e−ipiσ1/4 , (2.37)
with matrix elements
g =
(
a b¯
b a¯
)
, |a|2 − |b|2 = 1 , g ∈ SU(1, 1) , (2.38)
where
a = 12
[
h1
1 + h2
2 + i(h1
2 − h21)
]
, b = 12
[
h1
2 + h2
1 − i(h11 − h22)
]
. (2.39)
In terms of the variables (2.39) the spin operator (2.35) takes the form
Sˆ = −1
2
(
a
∂
∂a
+ b
∂
∂b
− a¯ ∂
∂a¯
− b¯ ∂
∂b¯
)
. (2.40)
The matrix gα
i in (2.38) describes SU(1, 1) spinorial harmonics, where first column gα
1 =(
a
b
)
(second gα
2 =
(
b¯
a¯
)
) describes a SU(1, 1) spinor with spin eigenvalue s = −12 (s = 12).
One can introduce the natural parametrization of the SU(1, 1) matrices (2.38) [62]
a = cosh(r/2)ei(ψ+ϕ)/2 , b = sinh(r/2)ei(ψ−ϕ)/2 , (2.41)
where
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π , 0 < r <∞ , −2π ≤ ψ < 2π . (2.42)
In terms of the angle ψ, the operator (2.40) takes the simple form
Sˆ = i
∂
∂ψ
(2.43)
i.e., it describes the D = 3 U(1) spin.
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After the transformation (2.36), the twistorial wave function Ψ(g) is defined on
SU(1, 1). The SU(1, 1) regular representation is given by its action of on the (wave) func-
tions Ψ(g) defined on the SU(1, 1) manifold. To obtain the Hilbert space of the quan-
tized model (2.31) we may use the theory of special functions on matrix group manifolds
(see e.g. [62]) and require that the wave function Ψ(g) = Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ) is square-integrable,∫ |Ψ(g)|2dg < +∞, dg = sinh r dr dϕ dψ. Due to eq. (2.41), the wave function satisfies the
periodicity conditions
Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ) = Ψ(ϕ+ 4π, r, ψ) = Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ + 4π) = Ψ(ϕ+ 2π, r, ψ + 2π) , (2.44)
which eliminate the anyonic quantum states with arbitrary fractional spin.
One can use the double Fourier expansion
Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ) =
∞∑
k,n=−∞
fkn(r) e
−i(kϕ+nψ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−inψFn(r, ϕ) , (2.45)
where Fn(r, ϕ) ≡
∞∑
k=−∞
fkn(r) e
ikϕ (n is fixed). The summation is over all pairs (k, n) such
that the numbers k and n are both integer or half-integer. The eigenvalues of the operator
Sˆ defined by (2.43) coincide with parameter n in the expansion (2.45). As a result, the
spin in our model takes quantized integer and half-integer values. The functions Fn(r, ϕ)
describe states with definite D = 3 spin equal to n. The r-dependent fields in (2.45) are
expressed by
fkn(r) =
1
8π2
2pi∫
−2pi
2pi∫
0
dϕ dψ ei(kϕ+nψ)Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ) (2.46)
and the Plancherel formula gives
1
8π2
2pi∫
−2pi
2pi∫
0
∞∫
0
dϕ dψ dr |Ψ(ϕ, r, ψ)|2 sinh r =
∞∑
k,n=−∞
∞∫
0
dr |fkn(r)|2 sinh r . (2.47)
Square integrable functions fkn(r) have an (integral) expansion on the matrix elements
of the SU(1, 1) infinite-dimensional unitary representations (see [62, 63] for details). Us-
ing (2.9) and (2.36), (2.41) we obtain that
p0 = m
(
aa¯+ bb¯
)
= m cosh r ,
p1 = im
(
ab¯− ba¯) = −m sinh r sinϕ ,
p2 = m
(
ab¯+ ba¯
)
= m sinh r cosϕ ;
(2.48)
where p20 − p21 − p22 = m2. We see that the on-shell momentum components (2.48) do not
depend on the angle ψ and thus define the coset manifold SU(1, 1)/U(1), the hyperboloid
which is the base manifold of the (trivial) U(1)-fibration of SU(1, 1). The wave func-
tion (2.44) with the Fourier expansion (2.45) in the U(1) ψ-variable describes an infinite-
dimensional tower of D=3 higher spin fields.
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The coefficient fields in the expansion in (2.45) are defined on the coset SU(1, 1)/U(1)
as functions of the on-shell three-momenta pµ,
Fn(r, ϕ) = F˜n(pµ;m) (2.49)
and
fkn(r) = f˜kn(p0;m) . (2.50)
Let us analyze the expansion (2.45) in a Lorentz covariant form.
We recall that the transformation (2.37) describes the isomorphism between SL(2;R)
and SU(1, 1) matrix group (see, for example, [64]). Using eq. (2.37) one can transform D =
3 spinors and γ-matrices from Majorana (real) representation to a complex representation.
We get in such a way the D = 3 framework which uses the SU(1, 1) spinor coordinates7
ξα =
√
m
(
a
b
)
, ξ¯α = (ξα)
† =
√
m
(
a¯, b¯
)
, ξ¯α(σ3)α
βξβ = m. (2.51)
In the variables (2.51) the D = 3 spin operator (2.40) takes the form
Sˆ = 12
(
ξ¯α
∂
∂ξ¯α
− ξα ∂
∂ξα
)
. (2.52)
We find easily that in terms of the SU(1, 1) spinors (2.51) the three-momentum (2.48) is
given by
pµ = ξ˜
α(γµ)αβξ
β , (2.53)
where ξ˜α = ξ¯β(γ0)β
α is the Dirac conjugated spinor, ξβ = ǫβαξα, (γµ)α
β are Dirac γ-
matrices in the complex SU(1, 1) representation (A.7), (γµ)αβ = ǫβγ(γµ)α
γ and pµ =
ξ˜α(γµ)αβξ
β = −ξ˜α(γµ)αβξβ ≡ −ξ˜γµξ. Eq. (2.53) is the D = 3 counterpart of the standard
Penrose formula for the four-momenta in the D=4 case, in which the D = 4 SL(2;C) Weyl
spinors have been replaced by D = 3 SU(1, 1) spinors.
Using relations (2.41) and (2.51) we can write down the expansion (2.45) in the co-
variant form
Ψ(ξ, ξ¯) =
∞∑
N,K=0
ξα1 . . . ξαK ξ¯
β1 . . . ξ¯βN ψα1...αKβ1...βN (pµ) , (2.54)
where ψα1...αKβ1...βN (pµ) is the covariant counterpart of the functions F˜n(pµ;m) where
N−K
2 = n
(see eqs. (2.54), (2.51), (2.41) and (2.45)).
We note that the SU(1, 1) spinorial formalism is more convenient for the description
of spin states than the SL(2;R) framework because it diagonalizes the spin eigenvalues.
Formally the wave function (2.54) (or the reduced wave function φ(λiα) in (2.26)), after
using (2.6), can be written as follows
φ(λ) =
∞∑
N=0
λi1α1 . . . λ
iN
αN
ψ˜α1...αNi1...iN (pµ) . (2.55)
However, the monomials λi1α1 . . . λ
iN
αN
are not eigenvectors of the spin operator (2.35).
7We use the index α = 1, 2 for the real SL(2;R) as well as for the complex SU(1, 1) spinors since it is
a Dirac spinor index in different realizations of the D = 3 γ-matrices. Note that the reality of a SL(2;R)
spinor χ = χ¯ implies the validity of D = 3 SU(1, 1) Majorana condition ψ†γ0 = ψ
TC for the SU(1, 1) spinor
ψ = Uχ, where in accordance with (A.7) γ0 = iσ3, C = iσ2.
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We point out that the expansions (2.54) include both states with positive (n > 0)
and negative (n < 0) spin values and that it is infinitely degenerate because a spin n is
generated by all monomials ξα1 . . . ξαK ξ¯
β1 . . . ξ¯βN such that n = N−K2 . One can remove the
degeneracy in N,K for a given n by projecting on the spaces with definite sign of spin if
we consider anti-holomorphic wave functions satisfying the condition
∂
∂ξα
Ψ(ξ, ξ¯) = 0 . (2.56)
A solution of (2.56) is provided by the power series
Ψ(+)(ξ¯) =
∞∑
N=0
ξ¯α1 . . . ξ¯αN ψ(+)α1...αN (pµ) , (2.57)
which depends only on ξ¯ and contains only positive spins.
Alternatively, we may impose the condition
∂
∂ξ¯α
Ψ(ξ, ξ¯) = 0 , (2.58)
which can also be interpreted as another SU(1, 1) harmonic expansion condition.
The spacetime dependent fields are obtained in the standard way by means of a
generalized Fourier transform with exponent eipµx
µ
= e−i(ξ˜γµξ)xµ and measure µ3(ξ) =
d4ξ δ(ξ¯σ3ξ −m) (see eq. (2.51)). We get in such a way the Fourier-twistor transform for
D = 3 massive fields. The corresponding spacetime fields are then given by
φ(+)α1...αN (x) =
∫
µ3(ξ) e−i(ξ˜γµξ)x
µ
ξα1 . . . ξαN Ψ
(+)(ξ) . (2.59)
The fields (2.59) are symmetric with respect to their spinorial indices and satisfy the D = 3
Bargmann-Wigner equations
∂µ(γ
µ)β
α1φ(+)α1α2...αN −mφ
(+)
βα2...αN
= 0 , (2.60)
where the γ-matrices are taken in the complex SU(1, 1) representation (A.7).
The negative (n < 0) spin (helicity) states are described by the holomorphic twistor
wave function
Ψ(−)(ξ) =
∞∑
N=0
ξα1 . . . ξαN ψ
(−)α1...αN (pµ) , (2.61)
which is a solution of equation (2.58). The twistor transform can be obtained by the
complex conjugation of (2.59)
φ(−)α1...αN (x) =
∫
µ3(ξ) ei(ξ˜γµξ)x
µ
ξ¯α1 . . . ξ¯αN Ψ(−)(ξ) (2.62)
and defines spacetime fields with symmetric spinorial indices that satisfy the Bargmann-
Wigner equations (2.60) with m → −m.
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3 D = 4 bispinorial models and HS massive fields
3.1 Summary of D = 4 two-twistor kinematics
The standard D = 4 Penrose twistors are complex four-dimensional SU(2, 2) = SO(4, 2)
spinors ZAi, Z¯Ai that can be expressed by two pairs of two-component Weyl spinors
(πiα, ω¯
α˙i)
ZAi =
(
πiα
ω¯α˙i
)
,
(
ZAi
)∗ ≡ ( π¯α˙i
ωαi
)
, Z¯Ai = (ω
α
i ,−π¯α˙i) (3.1)
where π¯α˙i = (π
i
α)
∗, ωαi = (ω¯
α˙i)∗. One can introduce four conformal-invariant scalar prod-
ucts (a = 0, 1, 2, 3)
Si
j = Z¯AiZ
Aj or Sa = ZAi(σa)i
jZ¯Aj , (3.2)
where the hermitian 2×2 matrices above σa are defined in appendix A and act in the
internal bidimensional space.
Using the complex Weyl spinors πiα, π¯α˙i we can define the following set of real composite
four-vectors
ua
αβ˙
= πiα(σ
a)i
j π¯β˙j , a = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (3.3)
which for a = 0 give the Penrose formula for the composite four-momentum [7]
u0
αβ˙
≡ pαβ˙ = πiαπ¯β˙i ≡ 1√2 σ
µ
αβ˙
pµ . (3.4)
We shall impose (see (1.10)) two complex spinorial mass constraints by means of the com-
plex mass parameter M =M1 + iM2. From (3.4) and (1.10) it follows easily that
pαβ˙p
αβ˙ = pµp
µ = 2|M |2 , (3.5)
i.e.
|M |2 = 12 m2 , (3.6)
where m is the mass of the particle. Using further the real four-vector notation
uaµ =
1√
2
(σµ)
αβ˙ua
αβ˙
, eaµ =
1
m u
a
µ , (3.7)
it follows that (cf. (2.7))
uµau
µ
b = m
2ηab , eµae
µ
b = ηab , ηab = (1,−1,−1,−1) . (3.8)
The four-vectors eaµ in eqs. (3.7), (3.8) describe an orthonormal vectorial Lorentz frame
defining D = 4 vectorial Lorentz harmonics; the spinors
√
2
m π
i
α,
√
2
m π¯α˙i constitute a pair
of complex-conjugated spinorial D = 4 Lorentz harmonics [65–67].
The two-twistorial realization of the D = 4 Poincare´ algebra Pµ ≃ Pαβ˙ , Mµν ≃
(Mαβ ,Mα˙β˙) can be expressed in terms of the twistor components (eq. (3.1)) as follows
8 [7].
Pαβ˙ = π
i
απ¯β˙i , Mαβ = π
i
(αωβ)i , Mα˙β˙ = ω¯
i
(α˙π¯β˙)i . (3.9)
8In (3.9) we assume the canonical quantization rules for the twistor variables; see also section 3.3.
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The Pauli-Luban´ski four-vector Wµ describing the D = 4 relativistic spin,
Wµ =
1
2 ǫµνρσP
νMρσ , (3.10)
can be written after using expressions (3.9) and (3.2) as an expression in twistorial coordi-
nates as follows
Wαβ˙ = Sr u
αβ˙
r , r = 1, 2, 3 , (3.11)
where
Sr = − i2
(
πiαω
α
j − π¯α˙jω¯α˙i
)
(σr)i
j , r = 1, 2, 3 . (3.12)
Further, using the relations (1.10), (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that
WµWµ = −m2~S 2 , ~S 2 ≡ SrSr . (3.13)
After quantization, as it is shown in section 3, we obtain the well known relativistic spin
square spectrum with ~S 2 replaced by s(s + 1) (s = 0, 12 , 1, . . . ). We observe that the
covariant generators Sr, which (see (3.11) and (3.8)) can be expressed as
Sr = − 1
m2
uαβ˙r Wαβ˙ (3.14)
and describe the su(2) spin algebra in a Lorentz frame-independent way.
3.2 D = 4 bispinorial generalization of Shirafuji model
Following the choice made in the D = 3 case (see (2.12)), we shall generalize the standard
D = 4 bispinor Shirafuji action by adding three additional terms depending on the sup-
plementary four-vectors yµr (r = 1, 2, 3) and on the spinorial kinetic terms, plus the pair of
spinorial mass shell constraints M,M¯ in eq. (1.10):
S(4) =
∫
dτ
[
πiαπ¯β˙i x˙
αβ˙ + c πiα(σ
r)i
j π¯β˙j y˙
αβ˙
r + f π
i
αy˙
α
i + f¯ π¯α˙i ˙¯y
αi
+ρ
(
πiαπ
α
i + 2M
)
+ ρ¯
(
π¯iα˙π¯
α˙
i + 2M¯
) ]
. (3.15)
In (3.15) we have extended spacetime xµ = 1√
2
(σµ)αβ˙x
αβ˙ by the three supplementary real
four-vectors yµr =
1√
2
(σµ)αβ˙y
αβ˙
r . The parameter c is real and f is complex; ρ and ρ¯ are
complex Lagrange multipliers that impose the spinorial mass shell constraints.
When c = f = 0, S(4) describes the standard bispinorial Shirafuji model, with the pair
of standard incidence relations
ω¯α˙i = πiβx
βα˙ , ωαi = x
αβ˙π¯β˙i . (3.16)
The reality of the spacetime coordinates xµ implies, after multiplying the first equation
above on the right side by Ai
j π¯α˙j and the second one on the left side by π
j
αAji, the
constraint
πjαAj
iωαi − ω¯α˙iAij π¯α˙j = 0 , (3.17)
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which depends on the arbitrary hermitian 2×2 matrix Aij , i.e. (Aij)† = Aj i. Using the σa
basis of 2×2 hermitian matrices (appendix A), eq. (3.17) gives the following four linearly
independent constraints (a = (0; r) = (0; 1, 2, 3))
Sa ≡ − i2
[
πjα(σa)j
iωαi − ω¯α˙i(σa)ij π¯α˙j
]
= 0 , (3.18)
which can also be expressed by the four conformal scalar products of the twistors ZiA, Z¯
i
A,
Sa ≡ − i2 ZAi(σa)ijZ¯Aj = 0 . (3.19)
If relation (3.19) is valid, we see that the twistors generated by the incidence relation (3.16)
are null twistors located on the null plane. The four constraints (3.19) and two spinorial
mass constraints (1.10) provide four first class constraints and two of second class (see
also [43]), i.e. if c = f = 0 we obtain 16 − 2×4 − 2 = 6 physical degrees of freedom
describing the physical phase space of massive spinless particle.
In the general case when c 6= 0 and f 6= 0 the proper generalization of the incidence
relations is the following
ω¯α˙i = πiβx
βα˙ + c πjβ(σ
r)j
iyβα˙r + f¯ y¯α˙i ,
ωαi = x
αβ˙π¯β˙i + c y
αβ˙
r (σr)i
j π¯β˙j + fy
α
i .
(3.20)
Repeating the derivation of the constraints (3.17), we obtain in place of the formulae (3.18)
the following relations (i, j = 1, 2 ; r = 1, 2, 3):
S0 = − i2
(
f πiαy
α
i − f¯ y¯α˙iπ¯α˙i
)
,
Sr = c ǫrpq y
αβ˙
p uq αβ˙ +
i
2
[
f πiα(σr)i
jyαj − f¯ y¯α˙i(σr)ij π¯α˙j
]
,
(3.21)
where ur αβ˙ is given by formula (3.3). The independence of the first expression in (3.21)
on the parameter c follows from the reality of the four-vector coordinates yαβ˙a ∼ (xµ, yµr ).
To describe the phase space structure of the model (3.14) we calculate the momenta
pa
αβ˙
, p(pi)
α
i , p(pi)
α˙i, p(y)
i
α, p(y)α˙i conjugate to y
αβ˙
a , πiα, π¯α˙i, y
α
i , y¯
α˙i. This leads to the
constraints (we set c = f = 1 for simplicity)
T a
αβ˙
= pa
αβ˙
− ua
αβ˙
≈ 0 , (3.22)
Giα = p(y)
i
α − πiα ≈ 0 , G¯α˙i = p¯(y)α˙i − π¯α˙i ≈ 0 , (3.23)
Fαi = p(pi)
α
i ≈ 0 , F¯ α˙i = p¯(pi)α˙i ≈ 0 . (3.24)
The remaining two (mass) constraints are given by (1.10).
The constraints (3.23) and (3.24) are of second class. Introducing the corresponding
Dirac brackets {A,B} → {A,B}∗ and eliminating by (3.23) the momenta p(y)iα, p¯(y)α˙i we
get the following set of Dirac brackets taking the canonical form
{yγδ˙a , pbαβ˙}∗ = δbaδγαδδ˙β˙ , {yαi , π
j
β}∗ = δji δαβ , {y¯α˙i, π¯β˙j}∗ = δijδα˙β˙ . (3.25)
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The constraints (1.10) and (3.22) are first class. By quantizing the brackets (3.25) and
introducing the realization
yˆαβ˙a = y
αβ˙
a , pˆ
a
αβ˙
= −i ∂
∂yαβ˙a
, (3.26)
we obtain the D = 4 unfolded equation for the wave function Ψ(yαβ˙a , πiα, π¯α˙i):(
i
∂
∂yαβ˙a
+ πiα(σ
a)i
j π¯β˙j
)
Ψ(yαβ˙a , π
i
α, π¯α˙i) = 0 . (3.27)
The equation (3.27) has the solution (a = 0, 1, 2, 3)
Ψ(yαβ˙a , π
i
α, π¯α˙i) = exp
{
iπiα(σ
a)i
j π¯β˙jy
αβ˙
a
}
ψ(πiα, π¯α˙i) , (3.28)
where the reduced wave functions ψ(π, π¯) depend on complex D = 4 spinorial momenta
satisfying the mass constraints in (1.10). For the general model (3.15) (c 6= 0, f 6= 0) it
follows from (3.21) that all four variables Sa are dynamical and that the reduced wave
function ψ(π, π¯) does not satisfy any further constraints besides (1.10).
The spinors eiα = (M)
− 1
2πiα (e¯α˙i = (M¯)
− 1
2 π¯α˙i) define a complex-holomorphic (complex
anti-holomorphic) spinorial SL(2;C) Lorentz frame (SL(2;C) spinorial harmonics),
eiαe
αj = ǫij , eiαeβi = ǫαβ ; e¯
i
α˙e¯
α˙j = ǫij , e¯iα˙e¯β˙i = ǫα˙β˙ , (3.29)
and the reduced wave function ψ(πiα, π¯α˙i) in (3.28) depends on an arbitrary element of the
SL(2;C) group (see also [68]). The six unconstrained degrees of freedom can be described
by the spinorial frame eiα (i=1,2, α=1,2, eq. (3.29)) or by the vectorial frame given by the
four-vectors eµ
a (a = 0, 1, 2, 3; µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) satisfying the orthonormality relation (3.8).
In particular, following [53], one can incorporate five degrees of freedom into the pair of
four-vectors
p(0)µ = me
(0)
µ ≡ pµ , p(1)µ = me(1)µ ≡ qµ , (3.30)
satisfying the conditions
pµp
µ = m2 , qµq
µ = −m2 , pµqµ = 0 . (3.31)
The four-vector qµ parametrizes the sphere S
2 in an arbitrary Lorentz frame. The remaining
sixth degree of freedom can be described by the SO(2) angle 0≤γ<2π, defined by the third
vector rµ
p(2)µ = me
(2)
µ = rµ , rµr
µ = −m2 , pµrµ = qµrµ = 0 . (3.32)
In the rest frame, pµ = (m, 0, 0, 0), the four-vector rµ can be parametrized as
rµ = (0, 0,m cos γ,m sin γ) . (3.33)
Therefore, the reduced wave function (3.28) incorporating the mass constraints (1.10) can
be parametrized as
ψ(πiα, π¯α˙i) ≡ ψˆ(pµ, S2, S1)|p2=m2 , (3.34)
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where S2 is described by qµ and S
1 parametrizes rµ by eq. (3.33). To describe the D = 4
integer spin states we may neglect the dependence on the S1 parameter; however for half-
integer spins the dependence on the angle γ becomes necessary (see e.g. [53]).
Let us consider now the model (3.15) for f = 0, c 6= 0, i.e. without kinetic spinorial
terms introduced by Vasiliev [4] in order to obtain the unfolded equations (see (3.27)).
We shall follow the arguments given for D = 3 in the last part of section 2.2. When
f = 0 one obtains the constraints (1.10), (3.22), (3.24) but not the constraints (3.23).
Using (3.8), we introduce for (3.22) and (3.24) the equivalent set of sixteen real and four
pairs of complex-conjugated constraints (a, b = 0, 1, 2, 3)
T ab = T
a
αβ˙
uαβ˙b = p
a
αβ˙
uαβ˙b −m2δab ≈ 0 , (3.35)
Fa =
1
2 π
i
α(σa)i
jpα(pi)j ≈ 0 , F¯a = 12 pα˙i(p¯i)(σa)ij π¯α˙j ≈ 0 . (3.36)
The nonvanishing Dirac brackets (see (3.25)) of the constraints (3.35), (3.36) and (1.10)
are (Fa = (F0, Fr))
{Fq, Fr}∗ = −iǫqrsFs , {F¯q, F¯r}∗ = iǫqrsF¯s , (3.37)
{F0, T ab }∗ = −12 T ab − 12 δabm2 , {F¯0, T ab }∗ = −12 T ab − 12 δabm2 , (3.38)
{Fr, T a0 }∗ = −12 T ar − 12 δarm2 , {F¯r, T b0}∗ = −12 T br − 12 δbrm2 , (3.39)
{Fr, T aq }∗ = − i2 ǫrqsT as − i2 ǫrqsδasm2 − 12T a0 δrq − 12m2δa0δrq ,
{F¯r, T aq }∗ = i2 ǫrqsT as + i2 ǫrqsδasm2 − 12T a0 δrq − 12m2δa0δrq , (3.40)
{F0,M}∗ = −M+ 2M , {F¯0,M¯}∗ = −M¯+ 2M¯ , (3.41)
where q, r, s=1,2,3. We see that the 8 real constraints Fa, F¯a provide a partial gauge fixing
of the 18=16+2 gauge transformations, which in the case f 6= 0 are generated by the
18=16+2 first class constraints T ab , M, M¯. One can calculate that if c 6= 0 the variants
f 6= 0 and f = 0 of the model (3.15) have the same number of twelve real physical (non-
gauge) degrees of freedom but different number (18 for f 6= 0 and 10 for f = 0) of local
(i.e. τ -dependent) gauge parameters.
We add that for a D = 4 particle of mass m and fixed spin s the physical phase space
has eight degrees of freedom, with the spin degrees represented e.g. by the coordinates
on the sphere S2 [53, 69]. In such a theory the relation (3.13) that determines the fixed
spin value s is a first class constraint. If this constraint is removed, the resulting theory
with arbitrary spin s has then ten degrees of freedom. It will be shown in section 3.4
that the wave function solving the model (3.15) describes twelve degrees of freedom due to
the multiplicity that is associated with each value of the different spins. We shall reduce
the twelve degrees of freedom to ten, as required by a HS theory with nondegenerate spin
spectrum, by imposing an harmonicity constraint (see (3.81) below) on the wave function.
3.3 D = 4 bitwistorial description of HS massive multiplets
Following the procedure in section 2 for D=3, we now express the action (3.15) just in
terms of a pair of D = 4 twistor coordinates (eq. (3.1)) by postulating the incidence
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relations (3.20). With f 6= 0 (c may be arbitrary) this leads to the following two-twistorial
action with two complex-conjugated Lagrange multipliers µ, µ¯
S˜(4) =
∫
dτ
[
πiαω˙
α
i + µ
(
πiαπ
α
i + 2M
)
+ h.c.
]
. (3.42)
The model (3.42) contains only two complex-conjugated spinorial mass constraints (1.10).
When f = 0 and c 6= 0, as it follows from formulae (3.21), one still has to to impose one
additional constraint via a Lagrange multiplier
S0 = − i2 Z¯AiZAi ≈ 0 . (3.43)
In order to find the first and second class constraints we use the canonical PB that
follow from the S˜(4) action (3.42)
{Z¯Ai, ZBj} = δji δBA . (3.44)
One can check that {M, S0} 6= 0, {M¯, S0} 6= 0. Further, we replace the two complex-
conjugated constraints M, M¯ by a pair of real constraints
φ1 =
1
2 (M+ M¯) = 12 (πiαπαi + h.c.)−M1 = 0 ,
φ2 =
i
2 (M−M¯) = i2 (πiαπαi − h.c.)−M2 = 0 ,
(3.45)
where M =M1 + iM2. The PB of the constraints (S0, φ1, φ2) are
{S0, φ1} = φ2 +M2 ,
{S0, φ2} = −φ1 −M1 ,
{φ1, φ2} = 0 .
(3.46)
The PBs in eq. (3.46) show that the generators S0, φ
′
1 = φ1 +M1, φ
′
2 = φ2 +M2 describe
an E(2) algebra, {S0, φ′1} = φ′2 , {S0, φ′2} = −φ′1 , {φ′1, φ′2} = 0.
The shifts φ′1, φ
′
2 → φ1, φ2 of the generators of the translation sector of E(2) may be
considered as producing spontaneously broken symmetries. Indeed, after quantization of
PB (3.46) one can consider that the action of the E(2) generators (Sˆ0, φˆ
′
1, φˆ′2) annihilates
the vacuum | 0〉. Then, the quantized relations (3.46) are consistent only if Sˆ0| 0〉 = 0,
φˆ′1,2| 0〉 = 0 ⇒ φˆ1,2| 0〉 = M1,2| 0〉 6= 0. This means that if we look at φˆ1, φˆ2 as generating
the two translational symmetries of E(2) these have to be spontaneously broken.9 Similarly,
if we introduce another choice of generators
φ˜1 =M1φ1 +M2φ2 , φ˜2 =M2φ1 −M1φ2 , (3.47)
9We recall that the symmetry associated with a Lie algebra generator Xˆ is spontaneously broken if
Xˆ| 0〉 6= 0 [70]. The phenomenon above described is that if φˆ1, φˆ2 are considered as translation generators,
then we cannot longer ignore that the true algebra is larger and that, in it, the constants determine a
central subalgebra. Taking a basis that it is not a subalgebra led to the symmetry breaking above.
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the PB (3.46) will be rewritten as representing E(2) algebra broken spontaneously only in
one translational direction generated by φ˜1
{S0, φ˜1} = φ˜2 ,
{S0, φ˜2} = −φ˜1 −m2 ,
{φ˜1, φ˜2} = 0 ,
(3.48)
where m2 = |M |2 = M21 +M22 . We see from (3.48) that the constraint φ˜1 is of first class,
and φ˜2, S0 form a pair of second class constraints.
It turns out nevertheless that the number of physical phase space degrees of freedom
is the same and equal to twelve, irrespectively of the value of the parameter f . In fact,
1. if f 6= 0 we have two first class constraints (1.10), i.e. in 16-dimensional two-twistor
phase space the number of degrees of freedom is 16− 2× 2 = 12.
2. if f = 0 and c 6= 0 we get three constraints satisfying the PBs (3.48), one first class and
two second class. The count of degrees of freedom is the same: 16−1×2−2×1 = 12.
3. If f = 0 and c = 0 we obtain the model of massive spinless particle (see formu-
lae (3.15)–(3.19)), with six-dimensional physical phase space.
In the fist two cases we obtain the twelve dimensions of physical phase space by doubling the
number of independent coordinates that parametrize the six-dimensional manifold SL(2;C);
in accordance with (3.34), the reduced wave function is defined on this manifold.
To relate more closely our description with the spin degrees of freedom, let us recall the
Lorentz-invariant spin variables Sr defined by eq. (3.19). Using the PB relations in (3.44),
one can show that the bilinears Sr satisfy the so(3) ≃ su(2) PB algebra (q, p, r = 1, 2, 3)
{Sq, Sp} = ǫqprSr . (3.49)
In particular, if Sr≈ 0⇒Wαβ˙≈ 0 (see (3.11)), i.e. the spin is equal to zero. In our twistorial
model Sr 6= 0 (see (3.21)) and after quantization (Sr → Sˆr)) we obtain from (3.49) the
so(3) algebra of Lorentz-invariant spin generators Sˆr
[Sˆq, Sˆp ] = iǫqprSˆr . (3.50)
The mass shell constraints, after using the bitwistor formula (3.4) for the four-momentum,
provide the generalized Dirac equation with complex massM and four-components complex
Dirac spinors
πβipαβ˙ =Mπ¯
i
α˙ , pαβ˙π¯
β˙i = M¯πiα . (3.51)
Further, in our two-twistor framework we obtain as well the generalization of eqs. (3.51)
for the set of three auxiliary fourmomenta (r = 1, 2, 3),
παip r
αβ˙
=Mπ¯j
β˙
(σr)j
i , p r
αβ˙
π¯β˙j = M¯πiα(σ
r)i
j . (3.52)
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To replace the complex value M = 1√
2
eiϕm by a real one m let us observe that the
action (3.15) is invariant under the following global phase transformations
π′ iα = eiϕ/2πiα , π¯′α˙i = e
−iϕ/2π¯α˙i ,
f ′ = e−iϕ/2f , f¯ ′ = eiϕ/2f¯ ; ρ′ = e−iϕρ , ρ¯′ = eiϕρ¯ ,
(3.53)
where e2iϕ =M/M¯ . The D = 4 mass constraints (1.10) are expressed in terms of π′ iα , π¯′α˙i
by (cf. eq. (2.6) for D=3)
π′ iα π
′α
i +
√
2m = 0 , π¯′ iα˙ π¯
′ α˙
i +
√
2m = 0 . (3.54)
For the Weyl spinors π′ iα , π¯′α˙i we get the equations (3.51), (3.52) withM replaced bym. The
transformations (3.53) do not affect the SL(2;C) part of the variables πiα (see next section)
because they change only the determinant of the 2×2 matrix π iα, which is parametrized
by the coset GL(2;C)/SL(2;C) ≃ GL(1;C), parametrized by an arbitrary complex mass
parameter.
3.4 D = 4 bitwistor wave function of HS massive multiplet
Our D = 4 dynamical bitwistorial system is described by twistorial coordinates see (3.1))
in terms of the variables πjα, π¯α˙k, ω
α
k , ω¯
α˙i endowed with the canonical PBs
{ωαi , πjβ} = δαβ δji , {ω¯α˙i, π¯β˙j} = δα˙β˙ δij , (3.55)
constrained by the mass constraints M, M¯ (eqs. (1.10)). Further we shall assume f = 0
and c 6= 0. In such a case we should add the constraint (3.43)
V = −2S0 = i
(
πiαω¯
α
i − π¯α˙iωα˙i
) ≈ 0 (3.56)
with nonvanishing PBs
{V,M} = 2iM+ 4iM , {V,M¯} = −2iM¯ − 4iM¯ . (3.57)
The constraints M, M¯ can be equivalently described by
F1 = M¯M+MM¯ , F2 = i(M¯M−MM¯) , (3.58)
One can check easily that the constraints V and F2 are second class. For the local gauge
transformations generated by the constraint F1 we introduce the gauge fixing condition
G = πiαω¯
α
i + π¯α˙iω
α˙i ≈ 0 , (3.59)
described by the generator of scale transformations (dilatations) for twistorial variables.
Further, using (3.55), (1.10) and (3.59) one obtains
{G,M} = 2M+ 4M , {G,M¯} = 2M¯+ 4M¯ . (3.60)
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The PB of the constraints V , G, F1 and F2 are
{G,F1} = 2F1 + 8MM¯ , {G,F2} = 2F2 ,
{V, F1} = 2F2 , {V, F2} = −2F1 − 8MM¯ .
(3.61)
Then, the Dirac brackets (DB) that account for the four second class constraints (3.61) are
defined by the formula
{A,B}∗ = {A,B}+ (3.62)
1
8MM¯
[
{A,G}{F1, B} − {A,F1}{G,B} − {A, V }{F2, B}+ {A,F2}{V,B}
]
.
This gives for the twistor components the DBs
{πkα, πjβ}∗ = {π¯α˙k, π¯β˙j}∗ = {πkα, π¯β˙j}∗ = 0 , (3.63)
{ωαk , πjβ}∗ = δαβ δjk + 12M παk πjβ , {ω¯α˙k, π¯β˙j}∗ = δα˙β˙ δkj − 12M¯ π¯α˙kπ¯β˙j , (3.64)
{ω¯α˙k, πjβ}∗ = 0 , {ωαk , π¯β˙j}∗ = 0 , (3.65)
{ωαk , ωβj }∗ = − 1M
(
παk ω¯
β
j − πβj ω¯αk
)
, {ω¯α˙k, ω¯β˙j}∗ = 1M¯
(
π¯α˙kωβ˙j − π¯β˙jωα˙k
)
, (3.66)
{ωαk , ω¯β˙j}∗ = 0 . (3.67)
Below we will consider the (π, π¯)-realization of the quantized version of the DB alge-
bra (3.63)–(3.67). In such a realization, after using the ordering with π’s at the left and
ω’s at the right, we obtain πˆkα = π
k
α, ˆ¯πα˙k = π¯α˙k and
ωˆαk = i
∂
∂πkα
+
i
2M
παk π
j
β
∂
∂πjβ
, ˆ¯ωα˙k = i
∂
∂π¯α˙k
− i
2M¯
π¯α˙k π¯β˙j
∂
∂π¯β˙j
. (3.68)
one checks that in the presence of D = 4 mass constraints (1.10) the con-
straints (3.56), (3.59) are satisfied in the strong sense: πˆkαωˆ
α
k ≡ 0, ˆ¯πα˙k ˆ¯ωα˙k ≡ 0.
Taking into account the expressions (3.68) we obtain the quantum counterparts of the
quantities (3.12) as the spin operators
Sˆr =
1
2
(
πiα
∂
∂πkα
− π¯α˙k ∂
∂π¯α˙i
)
(σr)i
k . (3.69)
Using (3.13), the square of the Pauli-Luban´ski vector becomes WˆµWˆµ = −m2SˆrSˆr, which
will be used later to define spin states.
Thus, the twistorial wave function is defined on the space parametrized by πiα, π¯α˙i
which satisfy the constraints M, M¯ (eq. (1.10)), and the matrix
gα
i =M−1/2πiα (3.70)
defines the SL(2,C) group manifold. Thus, the twistorial wave function is defined on
SL(2,C) parametrized by πiα, so that Ψ = Ψ(π
i
α, π¯α˙i). One can use the well known decom-
position of SL(2,C) elements
g = h v , gα
i = hα
kvk
i , (3.71)
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in terms of the product of an hermitian matrix h = h† with unit determinant and an
SU(2) matrix v, v†v = 1 (in the above formulae, the vki play the role of ψ in (2.41) for
D = 3). The three parameters of the matrix h describe four-momenta on the mass shell,
and the three parameters of the matrix v correspond to the spin algebra (3.50). The
matrix h parametrizes the coset SL(2,C)/SU(2) which defines the three-dimensional mass
hyperboloid for timelike four-momenta which does not depend on the vk
i variables (as in
D = 3 eqs. (2.48) do not depend on ψ). So, the definition (3.4) can be rewritten as follows
pαβ˙ = hα
ih¯β˙i , (3.72)
where h¯α˙i = (hα
i)∗ and α=1,2 and i=1,2.
The unitary matrix v parametrizes S3 ∼ SU(2) and is linked with the spin degrees of a
massive particle. In particular, the operators (3.69) expressed by the variables (3.71) take
the form
Sˆr =
1
2 (σr)j
k vi
j ∂
∂vik
. (3.73)
We can consider the variables vi
k as the harmonic variables that were introduced earlier to
describe N = 2 superfield formulations (see, for example, [71]). In particular, it is useful
to introduce the notation
vi
k = (vi
1, vi
2) = (v+i , v
−
i ) , v
+iv−i = 1 , (v
±
i )
∗ = ∓v∓i . (3.74)
Then, the operators (3.73) take the form
D0 ≡ 2Sˆ3 = v+i
∂
∂v+i
− v−i
∂
∂v−i
, D±± ≡ Sˆ1 ± iSˆ2 = v±i
∂
∂v∓i
, (3.75)
and the square of the Pauli-Luban´ski vector is given by the formula
WˆµWˆµ = −m
2
4
[(
D0
)2
+ 2
{
D++, D−−
}]
. (3.76)
Since the variables v±i parametrize a compact space, the general wave function on
SL(2,C) has the following harmonic expansion (we use the SU(2)-covariant expansion
from [71])
Ψ(hα
i, vi
k) =
∞∑
K,N=0
v+(i1 . . . v
+
iN
v−j1 . . . v
−
jK)
fi1...iNj1...jK (h) , (3.77)
where the coefficient fields fi1...iNj1...jK (h) = f (i1...iNj1...jK)(h) are symmetric with respect
to all indices because the antisymmetric contributions involving factors in v+ and v−
disappear due to the formula
v+i v
−
j − v+j v−i = ǫij , (3.78)
which follows from the second expression in the definition of harmonic vari-
ables (3.74). These coefficient fields depend on the on-shell four-momenta due to (3.72),
fi1...iNj1...jK (h) = fi1...iNj1...jK (pµ). Such functions defined on the mass hyperboloid can
be expanded into SL(2;C) irreducible representations belonging to the principal series of
the first kind [72].
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Each monomial of the variables v±i in the expansion (3.77) is an eigenvector of the
Casimir operator (3.76):
WˆµWˆµ v
+
i1
. . . v+iN v
−
j1
. . . v−jK f
i1...iNj1...jK =
−m2 s(s+ 1) v+i1 . . . v+iN v−j1 . . . v−jK fi1...iNj1...jK ,
(3.79)
where s = N+K2 . So, the expression (3.77) is in fact the general expansion into arbitrary
spin states. By means of the nonsingular transformation v → g = hv, i.e. v±i → π±α or
v∓i → π¯±α˙ where
(π+α , π
−
α ) = (π
1
α, π
2
α) , (π¯
+
α˙ , π¯
−
α˙ ) = (π¯α˙2,−π¯α˙1) , (3.80)
and by redefining the component fields, we can rewrite the expression (3.77) in SL(2,C)-
covariant form, but we would like to stress that the spin content in the expansion (3.77)
is degenerate. This degeneracy can be however removed by the harmonic condition on the
wave function (see also [71])
D++ Ψ˜(+) = 0 . (3.81)
Since that the monomials v+(i1 . . . v
+
iN
v−j1 . . . v
−
jK)
form the basis, as a solution of (3.81), we
obtain the following wave function
Ψ˜(+)(hα
i, v±i ) =
∞∑
N=0
v+i1 . . . v
+
iN
fi1...iN (h) . (3.82)
This twistor wave function rewritten in Lorentz covariant way takes the form
Ψ˜(+)(π±α , π¯
±
α˙ ) =
∞∑
N=0
π+α1 . . . π
+
αN
ψα1...αN (pµ) . (3.83)
Note that the twistor wave function (3.83) also depends on π−α and π¯
±
α˙ through pµ in the
argument of the component fields.
Spin s=L/2 massive particles are described by the fields ψα1...αL(pµ). The correspond-
ing spacetime fields are obtained by an integral Fourier-twistor transform which combines
the Fourier and twistor transformations. More explicitly, by means of these integral trans-
formations we can obtain the following multispinor fields, all with a total of L undotted
plus dotted indices,
φα1...αL(x) =
∫
d6π e−ixµpµπ−α1 . . . π
−
αL
Ψ˜(+)(π±, π¯±) ,
φα1...αL−1
β˙1(x) =
∫
d6π e−ixµpµπ−α1 . . . π
−
αL−1
π¯−β˙1Ψ˜(+)(π±, π¯±) ,
φα1...αL−2
β˙1β˙2(x) =
∫
d6π e−ixµpµπ−α1 . . . π
−
αL−2
π¯−β˙1 π¯−β˙2Ψ˜(+)(π±, π¯±) ,
· · ·
φβ˙1...β˙L(x) =
∫
d6π e−ixµpµ π¯−β˙1 . . . π¯−β˙LΨ˜(+)(π±, π¯±)
(3.84)
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where pµ is defined by (3.4) as a bilinear product of twistors. In the integrals (3.84) for
a given L, only the term π+α1 . . . π
+
αL
ψα1...αL(pµ) in the twistorial wave function (3.83),
with U(1) harmonic charge q = L (see [71]), gives a non-zero contribution. Note that
d6π = d3h d3v where d3v is the harmonic measure on SU(2) manifold whereas the measure
on the Lobachevski mass hyperboloid d3h = dΩ may be written as dΩ = d3~p/(2p0) after
using the the relation (3.72). Since all fields in eqs. (3.84) are derived from eq. (3.83), they
have to be related. Denoting by N(M) the total number of undotted (dotted) indices,
L=N+M , we can show that the multispinors φα1...αN
β˙1...β˙M (= φ(M,N) for short) in (3.84),
symmetric in both the α and the β˙ indices, satisfy the following sequence of Dirac-Fierz-
Pauli field equations
i∂αβ˙Mφα1...αN
β˙1...β˙M = mφαα1...αN
β˙1...β˙M−1 ,
i∂β˙Mαφαα1...αN
β˙1...β˙M−1 = mφα1...αN
β˙1...β˙M ,
(3.85)
where ∂αβ˙ = (σ
µ)αβ˙∂µ , ∂
β˙α = (σ˜µ)β˙α∂µ and ∂βγ˙∂
γ˙α = δαβ  , ∂
α˙γ∂γβ˙ = δ
α˙
β˙
 . No-
tice that, for a given L, the multispinor field φ(N,M) contains the sequence of spins(
N+M
2 =
L
2 , . . . ,
|N−M |
2
)
, as it follows by looking at the SU(2) representation contents of
the finite irreducible representations of SL(2,C) (see e.g. [73]). The nonmaximal (s < L2 )
spins are eliminated subjecting φ(N,M) to the generalized Lorenz conditions
∂β˙αφα1...αN−1αβ˙
β˙1...β˙M−1 = 0 , (3.86)
which follow as well from the formulae (3.84), plus all the tracelessness conditions which
are also consequences of (3.84).
Dirac-Fierz-Pauli equations for spin s can be written in Weyl spinor notation as equa-
tions relating the φ(L,0) and φ(L−1,1) multispinor fields
i∂αβ˙φα1...αL−1
β˙ = mφαα1...αL−1 ,
i∂β˙αφαα1...αL−1 = mφα1...αL−1
β˙ ;
(3.87)
alternatively, we can choose eq. (3.85) for the multispinors φ(0,L) and φ(1.L−1). The second
equation in (3.87) can be considered (for m 6= 0) as defining the fields φ(L−1,1), so the
whole set of fields (3.84) can be obtained from the fields φ(L,0), which satisfy the massive
Klein-Gordon equation and describe spins s = L/2 [73, 74]. Indeed, using relations (3.85)
subsequently for the fields φ(L−1,1), . . . , φ(L−M,M) it may be shown that all these fields can
be expressed in terms of φ(L,0) by
φα1...αL−M
β˙1...β˙M = im ∂
β˙MαL−M+1φα1...αL−M+1
β˙1...β˙M−1 = . . . =
= ( im)
M ∂(β˙MαL−M+1∂β˙M−1αL−M+2 . . . ∂β˙1)αLφα1...αL .
(3.88)
It follows therefore that all the field equations for φ(N,M) (N+M=L) in (3.85) can be
obtained from an independent pair of linear HS field equations for φ(N,M) = φ(L−1,1) and
φ(N,M) = φ(0,L) or from φ(L,0) and φ(1,L−1). In particular if we choose L=1 in (3.87), we
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obtain the standard Dirac equation for a Dirac field in the Weyl realization as the sum of
an undotted spinor and a dotted one, φ(1,0) ⊕ φ(0,1) in the our notation.
If L = 2 we obtain the Proca equations expressed in terms of φ(1,1), φ(2,0) and φ(0,2).
Consider first (3.85) for N=0, M = 2,
i ∂α1β˙1φ
β˙1β˙2 = mφα1
β˙2 , i ∂β˙1αφα
β˙2 = mφβ˙1β˙2 . (3.89)
Eliminating φβ˙1β˙2 , we see that the vector field φα1β˙2 satisfies the massive Klein-Gordon
equation. Further, using the symmetry in the β1β2 indices, it follows that the two equations
above imply the Lorenz condition (see (3.86))
∂β˙αφαβ˙ = 0 , (3.90)
which eliminates the spin zero part of φαβ˙ . Thus, by virtue of eqs. (3.89), φαβ˙ is the spin
one Proca field φµ satisfying ( +m
2)φµ = 0 , ∂µφ
µ = 0 (see eq. (A.15)). Similarly, if we
now consider the case N=1=M in eqs. (3.85), we obtain
i ∂α1β˙φα2
β˙ = mφα1α2 , i ∂
β˙α1φα1α2 = mφα2
β˙ . (3.91)
As before, the Klein-Gordon equation and the Lorenz condition for the four-vector field φαβ˙
are contained in eqs. (3.91), which again reproduce the equations satisfied by a Proca field.
We note that to obtain the Proca equations as a massive extension of the Maxwell
equations it is sufficient to describe the free field dynamics in terms of the field strength
φµν = ∂µφν − ∂νφµ. The tensor φµν may be expressed in terms of its dual and antiselfdual
parts, φµν ∼ (φ(2,0), φ(0,2)). Using these two bispinor fields one obtains the Proca equations,
∂µφµν +m
2φν = 0.
4 Outlook
We have presented in this paper new massive particle models in D = 3 and D = 4
spacetimes enlarged in D = 3 by two (yαβr , r = 1, 2) or in D = 4 by three (y
αβ˙
r , r =
1, 2, 3) additional copies of Minkowskian four-vector variables and their momenta. After
quantization, the wave functions are defined on SL(2;K) manifolds (K = R for D = 3,
K = C for D = 4) and describe towers of free massive HS fields. A natural extension
of these models is the D = 6 case, in which the wave functions would be defined on the
SL(2;H) manifold, with 12 real parameters. In such a case, the complex D = 4 twistors
in section 3 should be replaced by quaternionic D = 6 twistors (see e.g. [75]), defined as
fundamental spinorial realization of the D = 6 conformal SO(6, 2) group with spinorial
quaternionic covering Uα(4;H) ≃ O∗(8;C) group (see e.g. [15, 76]).
We would like to point out that it is possible to relate the D = 3 and D = 4 massive
models with D = 4 and D = 5 massless ones by observing that massless fields in D +
1 spacetimes become massive in one less dimension D after dimensional reduction and
interpreting the (D+1)-th momentum component as the mass in D-dimensional spacetime.
There is a link between the description of helicity in massless theories and spin in massive
case; i.e.
(D + 1) ‘helicity’ −→ D ‘spin’ . (4.1)
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In particular, the Abelian helicity operator in D = 4 (see (1.8)) corresponds to the spin
operator (2.11) in D = 3 and further the SU(2) spin algebra in D = 4 could be used
analogously to describe the generalized helicity states in D = 5. We add that recently it
has been pointed out that the symplectic two-form describing the spin contribution to the
D = 3 free massive spinning particle dynamics [43] can be identified with the symplectic
two-form describing the helicity part of particle dynamics for massless D = 4 particles with
nonvanishing helicity [77].
One can extend our considerations to the supersymmetric case. In it, as in the first
example of a spinorial particle model in tensorial spacetime extended to superspace [3], the
additional variables can be associated with the so-called tensorial central charges of the
supersymmetry algebras (i.e., central but for the Lorentz subalgebra). These charges play
an important role in the theory of supersymmetric extended objects [78]; the correspond-
ing central tensorial generators of the superlagebras act as differential operators on the
additional coordinates of the associated extended superspaces.10 From this perspective,
the two-twistor models introduced here can be related with the tensorial central charges of
N = 2 supersymmetry and the variables of the suitably extended superspaces. The most
general D = 3 N = 2 superalgebra extended by tensorial central charges is as follows
{Qiα, Qjβ} = δijPαβ + (σ1)ijZ(1)αβ + (σ3)ijZ(2)αβ + ǫijǫαβZ˜ . (4.2)
The real vectorial ‘central’ charges Z
(1)
αβ , Z
(2)
αβ may be considered as the momenta p
r
αβ gen-
erating the translations of our additional coordinates yαβr (r = 1, 2; see (2.12) and (2.19)).
In this view, the first formula (2.21) takes the form
Z
(r)
αβ = −i
∂
∂yαβr
. (4.3)
In the D=4, N = 2 supersymmetry algebra with tensorial central charges, the gener-
ators associated with the coordinates listed in (1.9) (see also section 3) appear as part of
those of the extended superalgebra
{Qiα, Q¯jβ˙} = (σa)
ijPαβ˙
a , (4.4)
{Qiα, Qjβ} = δijZ˜αβ + (σ1)ijZ˜(1)αβ + (σ3)ijZ˜(2)αβ + ǫijǫαβZ˜ (4.5)
(similarly for ({Q¯iα˙, Q¯jβ˙}), where the 16 generators P
a
αβ˙
are real and the 10 generators Z˜αβ ,
Z˜
(1)
αβ , Z˜
(2)
αβ , Z˜ are complex (i.e. there are 36 bosonic real generators). In our D = 4 model we
have only used the sixteen coordinates ya
αβ˙
(see eq. (2.12)) associated with P a
αβ˙
, a=0,1,2,3
and the remaining 10 complex tensorial charges were put equal to zero. Let us observe
that for N = 1 only the first term in the r.h.s. of the relation (4.5) survives and describes
the tensorial central charges used in [2–5]. If N = 2 we also note that the generator
Z˜ in (4.2) and (4.5) that we did not include in our considerations is a truly central one
(it is a Lorentz scalar). This generator, associated with a scalar central coordinate, has
10For a discussion of the role of additional coordinates of extended superspaces see [79, 80] and references
therein.
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eigenvalues characterizing the mass; its role in N = 2 massive superparticle model was
elucidated long ago [81, 82].
The models discussed in this paper give the same mass for all HS fields, which of
course is very restrictive. In a physical HS case, when considering e.g. spin excitations in
string theory, the masses are spin-dependent. They lie on a Regge trajectory, which in the
general case can be described by replacing the constant mass by an spin-dependent function
m = m(s) (usually linear). In this case, the constant m in the mass-shell condition should
be replaced by a spin-dependent operator (see (3.13), (3.14), (3.50)) i.e.,
m2 → m2(~S2) . (4.6)
In the twistor formulation, the spinorial mass shell conditions (eq. (1.10) in D = 4) may
be considered as ‘complex roots’ of the standard mass shell condition. It is an interesting
problem to see how to introduce, in the complex mass parameterM appearing in eqs. (1.10),
a dependence on the twistor variables that could lead to HS multiplets with masses on a
Regge trajectory.
Another problem worth studying is the description of interacting massive HS theories.
To this aim, one could follow the Fradkin-Vasiliev prescription for massless HS fields [83]
and introduce in our formalism the AdS radius i.e., one could generalize the set of coor-
dinates (xµ, y
r
µ) (see (1.9)) to the case where xµ is endowed with a constant spacetime
curvature. However, in the interacting massive HS theory, the finite AdS radius is not
necessary because it is possible to rescale the derivatives in higher order terms by using the
mass parameter. Indeed, the cosmological constant Λ and mass parameter m play an anal-
ogous role in the field equations, as reflected e.g. in the shift m2 → m2± 32Λ2 (see e.g. [37])
which appears when the KG equation is formulated in (A)dS spacetime.11 Theefore, one
can conclude that massive interacting HS theories should already exist on a flat Minkowski
background.
The interacting massless HS theory is usually described as a HS theory, also called
HS gravity,12 with nonlinearities generated e.g. by non-Abelian HS field strengths. In such
framework the mass can be introduced in two ways.
1) In the first one, the mass parameter appears as a consequence of the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of HS local gauge symmetries, due to the coupling of the HS fields
to supplementary Stueckelberg fields carrying spontaneously broken local gauge degrees of
freedom [89–94]. In the Vasiliev formalism (see e.g. [26, 30, 31]), the HS gauge connection
fields are given by a vectorial master field ωµ(x; y
α
i , y¯
α˙i); a scalar master field C(x; yαi , y¯
α˙i)
encodes, besides the gauge-invariant HS curvatures, new degrees of freedom that describe
the low spin (s = 0 and s = 12) matter. The introduction of a Stueckelberg-Higgs mech-
anism requires new local symmetries described by a new pure gauge scalar master field
11The problem with the limit m → 0 for flat (Λ = 0) HS fields is also reflected in the appearance of
VanDam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity [84, 85] in massive gravity models. However, if Λ 6= 0, in the
limit m→ 0 such a discontinuity does not exist [86, 87].
12We recall that gravity can be described as gauge theory of massless s = 2 fields, with local gauge
transformations realized as spacetime diffeomorphism (see e.g. [88]).
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C˜(x; yαi , y¯
α˙i). This field accounts for the set of spontaneously broken local gauges given
as covariantized shifts of the spacetime fields defined by the spinorial Taylor expansion of
C˜(x; yαi , y¯
α˙i). The masses for the the various spins are obtained through the particular
gauge fixings that replace the spacetime dependent field components of C˜(x; yαi , y¯
α˙i) by
parameters.
The idea of obtaining nonvanishing mass via Stueckelberg-Higgs mechanism in massless
HS gauge theory was also proposed in (super)string theory to generate an infinite collection
of massive states which lie on Regge trajectories. Recently a generalization of HS algebras
has been proposed under the name of multiparticle extension of HS symmetries [95, 96].13
This permits to look at a string as an infinite collection of interacting HS multiplets which,
in a miraculous way, seem to provide a finite (or at least renormalizable) example of
interacting massive HS field theory.
2) In the second case, the mass parameter in the massive HS theory produces a “hard”
breaking of local HS gauge symmetries and the massive HS fields may be considered as
describing the sector of non-gauge HS matter, entering in HS gravity equations at the r.h.s.
of HS-extended Einstein equations. These HS fields would be related with HS massive
currents, which for massless HS fields are described by current master fields of rank two
with double number of spinorial coordinates [23, 25, 26, 96]. This last property is also a
feature of our massive master HS fields, with double number of twistorial coordinates. This
suggests that the massive currents could be introduced in a natural way by using a master
field analogue of the old current-field identities idea [100, 101].
The current master fields describe the “conformal side” in the realization of HS/CFT
duality in Vasiliev theory [23–26, 96]. As shown by Flato and Fronsdal [102], the binary
products of D = 3 singletons describe the D = 4 → D = 3 reduction of the D = 4
multiplet of free AdS HS fields; analogously, in HS field theory the bilinear products of
D = 3 massless master fields describe the conserved HS currents that can be identified with
the D = 3 holomorphic boundary of the D = 4 massless AdS master field. For massive HS
fields the conformal HS symmetry is broken, which leads to the nonconservation of the HS
conformal currents and the deformation of HS AdS/CFT duality picture that is obtained
for massless HS theory. The way in which the nonvanishing mass of HS fields modifies the
known massless HS AdS/CFT duality scheme will be a subject for our future research.
In sections 2 and 3 we considered wave functions depending on the spinors λiα in D = 3
and πiα in D = 4. These spinorial momentum coordinates, due to the constraints (2.6)
and (1.10), describeD = 3 andD = 4 Lorentz group manifolds. Considering the differential
realization of the spinorial variables, λˆiα = −i∂/∂yαi in D = 3 and πˆiα = −i∂/∂yαi in D = 4,
we can compare our results with the unfolding equations for free massless fields [3–5]. In the
massless case, following [1], one considers a tensorial extension of spacetime xµ → (xµ, y[µν])
that permits the introduction of Sp(8)-covariant fields in Minkowski space with all D = 4
13The standard HS algebras are described by the linear basis of various enveloping Heisenberg alge-
bras, with canonical generators represented by quantized vectorial or spinorial (twistorial) coordinates (see
e.g. [97–99]). The multiparticle extension of HS algebra is described as “doubly infinite” enveloping standard
HS algebras.
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helicities belonging to an irreducible Sp(8) representation. In our massive model, the
extension xµ → (xµ, yµr ) of spacetime is linked to the introduction of Lorentz-covariant
SU(2) frames (see e.g. (3.7), (3.8)) describing all D = 4 spin degrees of freedom.14 However,
both extensions of the D = 4 Minkowski spacetime described above are rather introduced
by symmetry arguments and, in both cases, these extensions are not mandatory to define
the free dynamics of HS master fields. If we eliminate the auxiliary spacetime variables
by solving the auxiliary unfolding equations ((3.27) with a = 1, 2, 3 in massive case), we
are left with a truncated form of the unfolding equation with only standard spacetime
derivatives. In the massive case the free HS master fields are described by the unfolded
equation (3.27) for a = 0 (y0
β˙α are the spacetime coordinates) supplemented with the mass
quantum constraints (1.10):(
i ∂αβ˙ −
∂2
∂yαi ∂y¯
β˙i
)
Ψ(x, y, y¯) = 0 , (4.7)(
∂2
∂yαi ∂y
i
α
− 2M
)
Ψ(x, y, y¯) = 0 ,
(
∂2
∂y¯α˙i ∂y¯
i
α˙
− 2M¯
)
Ψ(x, y, y¯) = 0 . (4.8)
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) describe free massive HS fields in flat Minkowski space; by a
suitable (A)dS covariantization of the vectorial and spinorial derivatives in (4.7), (4.8)
the master field equations describing free massive HS fields in (A)dS spacetime may be
obtained. Further, one can study the couplings of massive HS fields with full HS gravity
background as well as dynamical gauge fields.
Finally, we note that the use of a generalized spacetime with vector variables going
beyond the standard spacetime vector is also an important ingredient of the BRST approach
to the Lagrangian formulation of HS fields15 developed in [105–108].
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A Notation
D = 3 spacetime. The spacetime metric is ηµν = diag(+1,−1,−1). Dirac spinor indices
are labeled by α = 1, 2 and we use mostly D=3 real Majorana spinors. In particular, the
twistor variables (λiα)
∗ = λiα, i = 1, 2 are real.
14The introduction of Lorentz frames to describe spin kinematics goes back to Souriau [103, 104]. Unfor-
tunately we were not able to introduce the manifold (xµ, yµr ) in a group-theoretical way, as e.g. (x
µ, y[µν])
can be defined as a parabolic coset of Sp(8) [4, 5].
15SF thanks I.L. Buchbinder for a clarifying discussion about this approach. BRST techniques are not
considered in this paper.
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We use the following real Majorana realization for the γ-matrices:
{γµ, γν} = −2 ηµν , (A.1)
(γµ)α
β : γ0 = iσ2 , γ1 = σ1 , γ2 = σ3 , (A.2)
where σ1, σ2, σ3 are the usual Pauli matrices. In this realization the antisymmetric the
charge conjugation matrix Cαβ = ǫαβ coincides with the matrix γ
0. Thus, spinor indices
are raised and lowered by λαi = ǫαβλiβ , λ
i
α = ǫαβλ
βi, where ǫ12 = ǫ
21 = 1. The matrices
(γµ)αβ = ǫβγ(γµ)α
γ : (γ0)αβ = 12 , (γ1)αβ = σ3 , (γ2)αβ = σ1 (A.3)
form a basis for the 2× 2 symmetric matrices. In particular,
(γµ)αβ(γν)
αβ = 2 δµν . (A.4)
As a result (Aµ and Bµ are three-vectors)
A(αβ) =
1√
2
Aµ(γ
µ)αβ , Aµ =
1√
2
Aαβ(γµ)
αβ , (A.5)
and
AµBµ = A
αβBαβ . (A.6)
In section 2.3 we also use a complex representation of D = 3 Dirac-Clifford alge-
bra, which is obtained from the Majorana realization (A.2) by the similarity transforma-
tion (2.37): γµ → UγµU−1. In such a realization of D = 3 Dirac algebra we use SU(1, 1)
as the Spin(2, 1) group, and the γ-matrices take the form
(γµ)α
β : γ0 = iσ3 , γ1 = σ1 , γ2 = −σ2 , (A.7)
(γµ)αβ = ǫβγ(γµ)α
γ : (γ0)αβ = −iσ1 , (γ1)αβ = σ3 , (γ2)αβ = i12 . (A.8)
We will proceed similarly for matrices with internal i, j indices. In particular, λiα =
ǫijλαj , λαi = ǫijλ
j
α, where ǫij and ǫ
ij are defined by ǫ12 = ǫ
21 = 1. Also, we will use the
matrices (a = 0, 1, 2) acting of internal indices
(γa)i
j : γ0 = iσ2 , γ1 = σ1 , γ2 = σ3 , (A.9)
(γa)ij = ǫjk(γa)i
k : γ0 = 12 , γ1 = σ3 , γ2 = −σ1 (A.10)
D = 4 spacetime. The spacetime metric is ηµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1). We shall use
the two-component Weyl spinor notation. In particular, four-vector quantities are defined
in terms of spinors as xαβ˙ = xµσ
µ
αβ˙
, where
(σµ)αβ˙ = (12;σ1, σ2, σ3)αβ˙ (A.11)
and σ1, σ2, σ3 are the Pauli matrices. Spinor indices are raised and lowered by ǫαβ , ǫ
αβ ,
ǫα˙β˙ , ǫ
α˙β˙ with nonvanishing components ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = ǫ21 = −ǫ12 = 1. As the result, the
matrices
(σ˜µ)
α˙β = ǫα˙δ˙ǫβγ(σµ)γδ˙ = (12;−σ1,−σ2,−σ3)α˙β , (A.12)
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satisfy
σµαγ˙ σ˜
ν γ˙β + σµαγ˙ σ˜
ν γ˙β = 2 ηµνδβα , σ
µ
αβ˙
σ˜β˙αν = 2 δ
µ
ν . (A.13)
The Dirac matrices are given by
γµ =
(
0 σµ
−σ˜µ 0
)
, {γµ, γν} = −2 ηµν . (A.14)
The link between Minkowski four-vectors and spinorial quantities is given by
Aαβ˙ =
1√
2
Aµ(σ
µ)αβ˙ , Aµ =
1√
2
Aαβ˙(σ˜µ)
β˙α , (A.15)
so that
AµBµ = A
αβ˙Bαβ˙ . (A.16)
Similar matrices are used in internal space with indices i, j. At this point it is necessary
to make a comment. There are two methods to indicate the complex conjugate spinor
representation. The first one uses dotted indices as in (A.11). The second method, often
used for SU(2), raises and lowers two-spinor indices. We use the second method for matrices
in internal space. So, we use matrices
(σa)i
j = (σ0;σr)i
j = (12;σ1, σ2, σ3)i
j . (A.17)
In these matrices indices are raised and lowered by ǫij and ǫ
ij with components ǫ12 = ǫ
21 =
1; under complex conjugation the position of these indices is exchanged e.g., (πiα)
∗ = π¯α˙i.
B From D = 3 spinorial to D = 4 vectorial particle model
The action (2.12) proposed in this paper in the case c = 1 becomes SO(2, 2) = SO(2, 1)⊗
SO(2, 1)int = SL(2;R) ⊗ SL(2;R)int-invariant, where the indices α, β describe the D = 3
Lorentz spinor group, and i, j the ‘internal’ SO(2, 1)int indices.
Let the SO(2, 1) N -spinors ϕα1...αN , symmetric in α1 . . . αN , be denoted by
(
N
2 , 0
)
,
and SO(2, 1)int L-spinors by φ
i1...iM by
(
0, L2
)
. General SO(2, 2) spinors
(
N
2 ,
L
2
)
=(
N
2 , 0
)⊗ (0, L2 ) will then be denoted by ψi1...iMα1...αN ; spinors (N2 , N2 ) are then equivalent to
SO(2, 2) N -tensors. In particular the basic D = 3, N = 2 spinors λiα in our model describe
the SO(2, 2) vector
λA ∼= (σA)αiλiα , (B.1)
where A denotes the SO(2, 2) four-vector indices and (σA)
α
i are the SO(2, 2) σ-matrices
analogous to the SO(3, 1) matrices in (A.11). The extended spacetime coordinates yαβa
(see (2.12)) and the variables uaαβ (see (2.5)) describe second order SO(2, 2) tensors (1, 1).
Further one can show that the first three terms in (2.12) describe the SO(2, 2) invariant
contraction of two SO(2, 2) tensors (1, 1), and the fourth term is the contraction of two
SO(2, 2) four-vectors. The mass-shell condition is defined by the SO(2, 2)-invariant scalar
length of the SO(2, 2) four-vector λA (see (B.1)).
Our model (2.12) defines therefore the extension of the N = 2 D = 3 Shirafuji model
to the vectorial model in SO(2, 2) tensorial space yαβa . Such a model cannot be however
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extended to a corresponding O(3, 3) twistorial model, because SO(3, 3) twistors are de-
scribed by the pair of primary SO(2, 2) spinors
(
1
2 , 0
)⊕ (0, 12) which we denote as (λα, λi)
and (ωα, ω
i). The second pair of spinors should be defined in terms of SO(2, 2) spacetime
coordinates xiα by the SO(2, 2) incidence relations
ωα = x
i
αλi , ω
i = xiαλ
α . (B.2)
However, in this paper we did not use neither the simple spinors λα, λ
i nor the incidence
relations (B.2) i.e., if we pass to an SO(2, 2) interpretation of our model (2.12), we loose
the corresponding SO(2, 2) twistorial formulation.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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